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Company Description 

Great Bear Resources is an exploration 
company advancing its flagship Dixie 
Project in Red Lake, Ontario. Multiple 
high grade gold discoveries have been 
made over the past two years and focus 
is now upon the 4.2km long, deep seated 
LP Fault Zone. Red Lake is a top tier and 
high grade Au district with past 
production of 29 MM oz Au at >0.5 oz/t.   

We initiate coverage of Great Bear Resources with a BUY rating and a 
C$30.00 share price target. Our target price is based on a 5% DCF model 
applied to a hypothetical open pit mine plan for the LP Fault supported by 
our mineral inventory estimate and costs from comparable projects.  

We believe investors should buy Great Bear now. While its flagship Dixie 
exploration project has opened many eyes, it has yet to become the household 
name that we anticipate. We don't believe many realize the emerging critical 
mass of Dixie, or how well it correlates to Red Lake and Hemlo, two world class 
districts. And it comes down to whether or not investors can already recognize 
that the shallow LP Fault Zone could become one of Canada's largest gold mines, 
despite the current lack of resource.  

We see potential for ~13 MM oz of gold. Our mineral inventory estimates 11.0 
MM oz Au at LP Fault Zone, 1.2 MM oz at Dixie Limb Zone and 0.8 MM oz at 
Hinge Zone. This represents an EV of <US$48/oz, about 40% below its peer 
group average. We believe designing a hypothetical yet realistic mine plan 
around our mineral inventory is the best way to procure a DCF valuation.  

Our 5% NPV forecast is US$2,300 MM (after-tax) based on our hypothetical 
mine plan and a 2024 start-up. We assume an initial 21ktpd operation and a 
higher grade starter pit, before expanding to 55ktpd. We assume initial Capex 
of US$735 MM, and production of 7 MM oz over nine years <US$800/oz AISC. 
While we do discount NPV for stage of project and ongoing exploration spending 
to come up with our C$30/sh target, our NPV projection represents a 3.7x 
increase from GBR's current market cap.  

Dixie Project has all the desired hallmarks for a growing gold development 
project: large land package; great jurisdiction; excellent access & infrastructure; 
multiple large, high grade Au discoveries; world-class deposit analogues; 
aggressive budget; experienced team and proven track record having already 
turned every $1 raised into $30 market cap.  We remind investors that Great Bear 
comes from the same stable of companies, and shares management with, 
Kaminak Gold that was sold to Goldcorp in 2016 for $520 MM. This team is 
aligned with shareholders and knows how to create value. 

Since discovery of the LP Fault Zone, the largest deposit found on the Dixie 
Project, less than 16 months ago, we have seen it emerge as potentially one of 
the largest gold deposits in Canada. It appears much like the world-class Hemlo 
disseminated gold deposit, while other discoveries on the property are akin to 
high grade QV or sulphide-rich Red Lake deposits found nearby.  

Recent news flow has been remarkable with multiple new discoveries, depth 
extensions at several zones, closing gaps along the LP Fault Zone's 4.2km strike, 
and recognition of two higher grade zones within provide ample opportunity for 
targeting and resource estimation. The most important LP Fault Zone attribute 
is the consistency of mineralization along trend, vertically and even within the 
same high grade intercept. Management is focused on gold delineation through 
a massive drill campaign which likely will expand again, and the creation of a 3D 
model to help determine controls on this new style of gold mineralization to the 
prolific and historic Red Lake camp.  

Exploration, project development & mining are inherently risky. Risks may 
include geopolitical risks, technical risks, corporate risks and/or financial risks. 

GBR-V New Last
Rating BUY --
Target (C$) $30.00 --
Projected Return 68% --
Target DCF Multiple 0.5x --
LP Fault Open Pit DCF $53.82 --
Other Exploration Assets $2.51 --
Cash and Investments $0.87 --
Potential Financing Proceeds $0.29 --
Debt $0.00 --
2020 Exploration, G&A ($0.45) --
Total NAV $57.04 --
P/NAV 0.31x --

Last Price $17.81
52-week Range $3.42 - $19.83
Market Cap ($MM) $906.5
Enterprise Value ($MM) $857.6
Shares Outstanding - Basic (MM) 50.9
Shares Outstanding - FD (MM) 56.0
Avg Volume - 100d (000 shares/day) 177.2
Cash ($MM) $48.9
Debt ($MM) (est.) $0.0
Working Capital ($MM) $36.6
Forecast 2019A 2020E 2021E LT
Spot Gold Price ( 1383 1745 1775 1500
EPS ($) ($0.05) ($0.07) ($0.09)
All Figures in C$ Unless Otherwise Noted
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Great Bear's 100% owned flagship Dixie Project, its recently discovered high grade and near surface LP Fault Zone, is quickly 
expanding into what we believe will be one of the largest gold discoveries in Canada.  

All the desired hallmarks for a growth oriented gold development project: 

• District scale land package: >300 sq. km in Red Lake owned 100%  

• Top tier jurisdiction: high grade mining since 1920s - 29 MM oz at 0.5 oz/t  

• Excellent access and infrastructure: near mining town, road, power & gas 

• Multiple large, high grade, shallow discoveries: besides Dixie Limb ('88), Hinge Zone ('18) and LP Fault Zone ('19), new 
2020 discoveries suitable for growth include Arrow, LP hanging wall, Dixie Deep & Hinge look-alike  

• Mineralization styles: Red Lake-type QV at Hinge Zone, replacement sulphides at Dixie Limb; LP Fault Zone disseminated 
Au is typical of Hemlo 

• Aggressive exploration: $21 MM budget, 300 DH (110km), soon expanding 

• Experienced team: exploration, development, operations, capital markets 

• ROI track record: converted each dollar spent into $30 market cap since '16  

 

Dixie Project stretches for 22 km east-west, straddling a portion of the 45-60km long regional, deep seated crustal fault 
and emerging gold target, the highly sheared LP Fault Zone. The other deep crustal fault is associated with the Red Lake 
camp proper. Gold had been identified for over 11km of this trend despite only being discovered in May 2019. Disseminated 
gold mineralization occurs along 4.2 km strike, down to almost 600m locally, and over 100m wide in several places. The 
fault itself measures up to 500m wide.  

Mafic volcanic and metasedimentary rock south of the LP Fault host several Red Lake style deposits. This includes the 
Limb Zone discovered in 1988 by Teck Resources (TECK.B, NEUTRAL, $19 TP, covered by R. Profiti) and more recently Great 
Bear discovered Hinge Zone (2018) and Arrow Zone (2020). Newly identified mineralization within the hanging wall mafic 
volcanics at the contact of the LP Fault, at depth below the Dixie Limb Zone, and quartz veins in a parallel zone to Hinge 
Zone offer plenty of high grade gold potential.  

The Dixie project is unique in many ways - effectively a gold district unto itself, and fortunately for Great Bear shareholders, 
controlled by a single company. It is located within a unique greenstone belt in an area with no known physical link back to 
the nearby Red Lake Greenstone Belt. The highly sheared LP Fault Zone is hosted by intermediate to felsic volcanics (and 
metasediments) - a rock unit not recognized as being key to Red Lake style gold deposits first identified and mined in the 
1920s. For these reasons, the property has largely been overlooked for its gold exploration potential.  

Junior and mid-tier producers are active and interested in this area: 

• Evolution Mining (EVN-ASX; Not Rated) just purchased the Red Lake complex from Newmont (NEM-US, NEUTRAL, US$70 
TP, covered by R. Profiti) and is expected to produce almost 300,000 oz Au/year from 2.1 MM oz of reserves and nearly 
7 MM oz of resources. This complex represents 25 MM of the 29 MM oz historically produced in the camp, including the 
Campbell-Red Lake-Dickenson Mines. 

• PureGold Mining (PGM-V; Not Rated) expects to be in production at its 125,000 oz/yr (800 tpd) operation by Christmas 
2020. It is advancing multiple deposits along a 7km long trend, south of Red Lake proper, and in the vicinity of the 
former Madsen and Starratt-Olsen gold mines. Reserves total 1 MM oz at 8.9 g/t Au and resources total 2.6 MM oz 
grading between 7.7 g/t and 8.9 g/t.  

• Battle North Gold Corp. (BNAU-T, Not Rated) is advancing its Bateman Gold project (both formerly known as Rubicon 
Minerals and Phoenix project) located to the north of Red Lake proper. It has an 1,800 tpd mill circuit (permitted for 
1,250 tpd) currently on care and maintenance, on track to produce ~80,000 oz/year once a 20 month ramp up starts in 
H2/21. Resources total 1.26 MM oz at 6.6 g/t Au and a FS is pending.  

We see potential for ~13 MM oz of gold at Dixie Project. Our mineral inventory estimates include:  

• 193.4 MM t grading 1.8 g/t for 11.0 MM oz Au at LP Fault Zone. This includes a higher grade core of 33.3 MM t 
grading 3.8 g/t for 4.1 MM oz. LP Fault Zone is turning out to be a massive, single contiguous disseminated gold deposit 
that extends for at least 4.2km along strike and down to +600m depth (drill limited). The deposit remains open in all 
directions and might even be getting wider at depth. We have applied a hypothetical mine plan to the near-surface 
portion of this deposit within our 5% DCF model, and value the remaining underground potential of the deposit using 
relative EV/oz metrics. 
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• 4.7 MM t grading 7.9 g/t for 1.2 MM oz Au at Dixie Limb Zone. Gold is associated with sulphide replacement 
mineralization from surface to nearly 800m depth, although there is a gap in the zone down-plunge.  The deposit remains 
open in all directions. We value this zone as additional mineralization using relative EV/oz peer metrics. 

• 2.5 MM t grading 10 g/t Au for 0.8 MM oz Au at Hinge Zone. Gold is associated with quartz veins within a fold nose 
structure down to about 400m, although new parallel vein sets might have been identified. The deposit remains open in 
all directions. We value this zone as additional mineralization using relative EV/oz peer metrics. 

• The new high grade Arrow zone is associated with quartz veins much like the Hinge Zone. Intercepts include 19.32 
g/t Au over 2.1m, including 50 g/t Au over 0.75m, within a broader 3 g/t over 15m interval. We do not estimate a 
mineral inventory or value on this zone as of yet.   

We apply a hypothetical mine plan to the LP Fault Zone. We assume an initial 21ktpd operation pulling from a higher 
grade start pit. We then anticipate expanding the plant to 55ktpd to help process lower (but still significant) grade material. 
This could see initial open pit production of ~0.55 MM oz per year at US$787/oz AISC, rising to almost 1 MM oz per year at 
US$763/oz AISC annually.  Other Red Lake style zones are not modelled at this time given that those high grade deposits 
with potential for significant vertical extend might end up being exploited by underground mining methods.  

We assume initial Capex of US$735 MM, expansion capital of US$360 MM in Year 3, and LOM sustaining capital of US$205 
MM. Given the project's excellent location within the Red Lake gold camp, we anticipate limited capital requirements for 
ancillary infrastructure. 

Our 5% NPV for LP Fault Zone production is US$2,300 MM after-tax (C$3,000 MM or C$59/sh), based on a mid-2024 
construction start, a gold price of US$1,500/oz, and after incorporating the 2% NSR that was spun out to GBR shareholders 
in May 2020, which we value at a 5% NPV of US$137 MM (US$216 MM in total royalty payments over assumed LOM). 

Our C$30.00/sh target price is based on our 5% DCF, existing cash value, near-term warrant conversion potential, additional 
resource value provided by relative EV/oz peer metrics for the Dixie Limb, Hinge Zone and LP Fault underground potential. 

2020 results have been particularly successful. Combining multiple zones into one (closing gaps), increasing strike 
lengths and depth extent, determining controls on mineralization, thickening deposit widths, and so on. 3D geological 
modeling is a focus, and this preparation for a new geological model led to the identification of two discrete high grade 
zones within LP Fault mineralization – Upper Vein Zone and High Strain Zone. We detail many of these accomplishments later 
in this report.  

Current drill program likely to expand. About 164 holes into a 300 hole (110km) program, we expect the $21 MM drill 
budget to expand given the company's $46 MM in cash. The systematic LP Fault Zone drill program along 5km strike and 
down to 500m will continue - with management aware that it should not needlessly spend money and delineate the deposit 
at too close drill spacing. That said, as long as LP Fault Zone is showing potential to be a multi-million-ounce deposit, with 
potential for both bulk tonnage and high grade mining, we expect Great Bear to continue aggressive step-outs along strike, 
at depth and closing of gaps. 
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Figure 1: Geological plan map showing drill holes and the location of the LP Fault Zone, Hinge, Dixie Limb and Arrow 
Zones  

 

Source: Company Reports 
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CURRENT PROGRAM / NEAR-TERM CATALYSTS 

Drill results - resource growth and discoveries anticipated. We have been impressed at how quickly this project has 
advanced. News should accelerate now that five rigs have returned to the property post-Covid 19 shutdown. The 2020 
program has been highly successful and we believe it will continue to de-risk the project and lead to resource growth. The 
market is highly engaged. Some investors (and analysts) are already saying it is the best new discovery in a long time, and 
the vast majority of drill holes continue to host gold. There is some worry about pre-mature take-over attempts, particularly 
as gold prices are rising to near all-time highs. We presume an initial resource might be estimated in 2021, but given that 
gold zones are increasing in size so quickly, and management is now understanding controls on mineralization, they are not 
in a rush to come up with a number.  3D geological modelling is a priority and some preliminary metallurgical work has been 
completed. Management is completing a GAP analysis to know what hires will be required over the next two years as this 
project moves from early stage to advanced exploration and development.  

A $21 MM budget should fund about 300 drill holes this year, with 90% slated for expansion and definition drilling, and 
10% pursuing high priority targets. Currently, about 164 holes are complete, and reporting of assays is an ongoing exercise. 
Almost every dollar goes into drilling at this stage (G&A of only ~$150,000/mo), with a particular focus on 3D modelling of 
the deposits. In the coming weeks, we expect an expanded exploration budget and the addition of new surface drill rigs.  

Main exploration goals include drilling the LP Fault to close gaps along its 4.2 km strike, drill test various deposits at 
depth seeking high grade panels, plunge directions and structural intersections, and as mentioned, high priority targets 
which may include strike extensions or parallel structures near existing zones.  

Advancing block and geological models. Resource estimation timing still unknown. Indications from geophysics and 
drilling is that any remaining gaps within the 4.2km LP Fault Zone strike will likely be closed by year end, and that might be 
a good time to stick a pin in it. Management does suggest that this is a good area to start an initial resource, and we concur 
given that we believe it might provide the largest near surface critical mass. What will help with the geological models and 
future drill targeting is that two higher grade structures have been identified within the LP Fault Zone. While this is very much 
still an exploration story, we believe it might be advantageous to complete a resource estimate. It could help provide some 
valuation stability for the company, and demonstrate that LP Fault Zone might be further along the path to development 
than some investors might realize. Management hints that it has impressive ounces in the ground models, but still needs to 
determine how much work is required to bring resource to the indicated stage. There might be a trade-off - we don't expect 
Great Bear to drill the deposit at such tight drill spacing that it becomes cost prohibitive.  

Metallurgical work is early. The Hinge zones host high grade quartz veins (QV), with free gold in felsic volcanic rocks and 
in QV at LP fault. Dixie Limb occurs as sulphide replacement mineralization (not refractory), and both are mineralogically 
similar to Red Lake Gold mine. Management speculates that gravity separation might work to provide good recoveries. Very 
low arsenic, so roasting or finely grinding will likely not be required.  

 

EIGHT CAPITAL MINERAL INVENTORY ESTIMATES FOR THE DIXIE PROJECT 

Great Bear currently has no current mineral resources at any of its deposits (Dixie Limb had a historical resource estimate 
completed by Teck). Drilling has been so spectacularly successful this year that it made more sense to keep pushing the 
growth of the zone forward rather than putting out an estimate that might not reflect the true nature of the deposit. This 
has provided a lot of time to try to interpret the zones – and in fact only recently were the two parallel high grade zones 
within the broader LP Fault zone recognized. Knowing these existing will be important when it comes to geological and block 
modelling. It will help estimators correlate high assays parallel to the structures. 

We have completed separate mineral inventory estimates on LP Fault, Hinge Zone, Dixie Limb (including depth extension) 
and Hinge Zones. We based our estimates on tier-1 deposit analogues, such as Hemlo style disseminated sulphide (LP Fault 
Zone) and Red Lake style sulphide replacement (Dixie Limb Zone) and quartz veins (Hinge Zone). We have not included Arrow, 
a sulphide replacement target, at this time. 

The LP Fault zone was estimated in finer detail given the additional drilling detail and more simplistic structure, whereas 
we provide more of a range for the much more complex and variable Red Lake style zones. We employ a much more stringent 
polygonal sectional mineral inventory methodology to determine tonnage, weighted average grades and contained gold with 
the LP Fault. We use a cut-off grade of 0.1 g/t, do not cap high grades, and assume a true thickness that is 80% of core 
thickness, unless otherwise provided. We also use a lower 2.7 S.G. for the felsic to intermediate volcanic hosted unit, as 
opposed to 2.8 for the QV or sulphide rich Red Lake style zones within the mafic volcanics. Arrow Zone currently doesn’t 
have enough drilling to provide the necessary data for a meaningful mineral inventory. 

We currently estimate a 13.0 MM oz Au mineral inventory for the Dixie Project. This includes: 

• 11.0 MM oz within the LP Fault Zone 

• 1.2 MM oz within Dixie Limb Zone 

• 0.8 MM oz within Hinge Zone  
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Hinge Zone. We estimate 2.5 MM t grading 10 g/t Au for 0.8 MM oz Au. Gold is strongly associated with a set of 
steeply/near vertical plunging quartz veins within the axial planar structure of a fault nose, and from surface to ~400m 
depth. We believe that grades remain fairly consistent. 

Dixie Limb Zone. We estimate 4.7 MM t grading 7.9 g/t for 1.2 MM oz Au. Gold is associated with sulphide replacement 
mineralization from surface to nearly 800m depth. Gold occurs within steeply dipping and subparallel panels along the limb 
of a fold. We believe the extent of the zone continues from surface to nearly 800m depth, and that grades are increasing 
from an average of 7 g/t shallow, to over 9 g/t at depth, with a weighted average grade of 7.9 g/t Au for the entire zone.  

LP Fault Zone. We estimate 193.4 MM t grading 1.8 g/t for 11.0 MM oz Au, including a higher grade core of 33.3 MM t 
grading 3.8 g/t for 4.1 MM oz. The LP Fault zone extends for 4.2km along strike and to an average depth of 456m, with 
depths ranging from 250m to 850m, including a near-surface, potentially open pittable component of 151 MM t grading 1.8 
g/t to an average depth of 390m, with depths ranging from 250m to 400m. Mineralization occurs as broad near-vertical 
panels of disseminated gold within albite-sericite-silica altered rocks. Our 4.2 km long estimate stretches from grid line 
L18,550W in the east to L22,700E in the west. A total of 97 separate slices through the deposit, with each typically 
representing between 25m and 50m of strike, and provide an average of just over 41.4m. Mineralization may extend 
vertically from surface to a depth of over 500m, but averaging closer to 350m vertical extent currently. Almost every section 
is drill limited and remains wide open at depth.  

There are two very distinct NW-SE trending high grade structures within the broader mineralized LP Fault zone, called 
the Vein Zone and High Strain Zone. These structures host much higher grade mineralization and very common visible gold 
than the surrounding portions of the zone. We include un-capped grades within our estimate, but we don’t isolate these 
zones specifically within the larger LP Fault zone.  

A high grade core at LP Fault Zone can be found over 650m strike, from around L19850W to L20500W. Our mineral 
inventory for this portion of the deposit totals 33.3 MMt grading 3.8 g/t for 4.1MM oz Au to an average depth of 400m. We 
believe that this area would make a good starter-pit area for a potential open pit mine. 

There are still several drill limited gaps within the LP Fault that measure up to 100-200m wide, despite non-stop drilling 
since early 2019. Often, geology and mineralization on either side of the gap appears to be both consistent and robust, thus 
we assume it will simply be a matter of time before drilling closes the gap. This has been apparent over the past 7-8 months, 
as this entire 4.2km long zone is now simply called the LP Fault. As recently as December 2019, a lack of drilling made the 
gold mineralization along the LP Fault to appear as if it occurred as separate zones, such as Viggo, Auro, Yauro, Yuma, Gap, 
Bear, Rimini and NW of Bear, plus combinations of said zone names as they began to coalesce into a single zone.  

Table 1: Eight Capital mineral inventory estimate for the Dixie Project 

 

Source: Company reports, Eight Capital estimates 

  

Estimated Average 
Vertical Depth Extent

(m)
Tonnes
(cut-off 0.1 g/t)

Average 
Grade
(g/t)

Contained 
Ounces

456 193,400,000 1.8 10,960,000
LP Fault Zone To 400m Depth2 390 151,800,000 1.8 8,640,000

Starter Deposit3 (~Section 20,500 to 19,850) 400 33,300,000 3.8 4,110,000
Remaining (~Sections >20,500 and <19,850) 386 118,500,000 1.2 4,540,000

LP Fault Zone Below 400m Depth 456 41,600,000 1.7 2,320,000
Hinge Zone 400 2,500,000 10.0 800,000
Dixie Limb Zone 800 4,700,000 7.9 1,200,000
Total 200,600,000 2.0 12,970,000

Notes:

2. A lesser 140 MM t were conservatively assumed to be mineable and applied to the DCF over LOM.

Zone

LP Fault Zone1

1. The LP Fault Zone mineral inventory estimate is based on a strike length of  4.2km, of which 57% has been dril led at a 
spacing of 50m or less, and of which 65% has been dril led at spacing of 100m or less, and of which 100% has been dril led at 
a spacing of 200m or less.

3. A lesser 22.7 MM t of starter deposit material was conservatively applied to the DCF over Years 1-3, at a lower, diluted 
grade of 2.5 g/t.
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HYPOTHETICAL MINE SCENARIO 

Ultimately, we assume priority will be given to the massive bulk tonnage LP Fault zone, and that it will be open pit 
mined along much of its 4.2km strike length. We only assume a depth extent of about 400m within our hypothetical mine 
plan and DCF model, not providing for any underground development at LP Fault Zone, or at the higher grade Hinge/Limb 
zones. We forecast a two-phase start up, including 21ktpa operation pulling from a starter pit for 0.55 oz/yr production, 
expanding to a 55ktpa processing plant and nearly 1 MM oz/yr. 

We assume a starter pit begins near section L20,000W. Our starter pit subset of our mineral inventory is 33.3 MM t grading 
3.8 g/t (to a depth of 400m), but we assume milling of a slightly lesser 22.7 MM t grading 2.5 g/t over years 1-3 to allow for 
some ore dilution/blending with nearby shallow zones of lower grade material. We estimate the remainder of our LP Fault 
open pit mineral inventory (outside of starter deposit) to be 115.3 MM t grading 1.2 g/t, but we assume milling of a higher 
117.3 MM t grading 1.6 g/t in later years of mine life to account for some blending with higher grade zones at depth, namely 
from in the area of the starter deposit. 

LP Fault mineralization extends to surface, so our assumed 400m deep open pit has minimal pre-stripping requirements 
and a low initial strip ratio. However, the LOM strip ratio increases to an average of 6.8:1 (waste:ore) at our average assumed 
pit depth of 390m (pit depth ranges from 250m to almost 400m along much of the 4.2 km strike length), based on an 
estimated average mineralized width of 40m (width ranges from an estimated 2m to 166m) at 55 degree pit slopes (like 
Detour). We concede that our estimated LOM strip ratio of 6.8:1 for our open pit concept is on the higher side, but we believe 
the concept to be economical and low-cost given the solid open pit grades and large scale, and we believe that it reflects the 
long-term value potential for the LP Fault, especially given potential underground mining upside that was not modelled in 
our DCF.  

We assume an initial 21ktpd operation pulling from the higher grade start pit before expanding the plant to 55ktpd to 
help process lower (but still significant) grade material, for a total of 140 MM t grading 1.8 g/t producing 7.2 MM oz of 8.0 
MM oz contained. Other Red Lake style zones are not modelled at this time given that those high grade deposits with 
potential for significant vertical extent might end up being exploited by underground mining methods.  

 

Table 2: Hypothetical mine scenario for LP Fault Zone open pit 

 

Source: Company reports, Eight Capital estimates 

 

Table 3: Strip ratio sensitivity to depth of LP Fault Zone open pit 

 

Source: Company reports, Eight Capital estimates 

Mine Year
Throughput 

(tpd)
Throughput 

(mtpa)
Head Grade

(g/t)

Gold 
Milled

(MM oz 
pa)

Total 
Tonnage
(MM t)

1 to 3 21,000 7.6 2.5 0.61 22.7
4 to 9 55,000 19.8 1.6 1.04 117.3

Total 140.0

Depth of Open Pit
(m)

Average Composite 
Width of Gold 

Intercepts1

(m)

Open Pit Slope2

(degrees)
LOM Strip Ratio 

(Waste:Ore)

0 0.0
25 0.4
50 0.9
100 1.7
200 3.5
300 5.2
390 6.8

1. Ranges from 2 to 166 m along 4.2km of strike.
2. Assumed pit slope of 55 degrees was adopted from average pit slope in Detour FS.

40 55
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Figure 2: Composite width of gold intercepts along 4.2 km long LP Fault zone 

 

Source: Company reports, Eight Capital estimates 

 

We used Canadian Malartic, Detour Lake and Rainy River Mines as guides for a large open pit gold mine, although we 
did scale back the initial size of the plant to help keep Capex in check. If there is a project that could likely handle a larger 
scale plant, we believe it would be LP Fault based on its increasing critical mass and upside potential. We used the feasibility 
study for Rainy River mine as a guide for the initial plant size. 

Initial capex of US$735MM for a production rate of 21 ktpd beginning in 2026 (capacity equal to Rainy River). The capex 
estimate is based on feasibility studies for comparable projects after adjusting for a higher strip ratio, and includes: US$300 
MM for initial processing plant, US$125 MM for initial mining equipment and overburden stripping, US$75 MM for initial site 
development and infrastructure, US$25 MM for initial tailings and water management infrastructure, US$50 MM for EPCM, 
US$100 MM for other indirects, US$50 MM for contingency and US$10 MM for closure. We assume a combination of debt 
(60%) and equity (40%) to fund capex. The payback on the initial capex is 1.6 years. 

Expansion capex of US$360MM in Year 3 to increase production to 55 ktpd (similar capacity as Detour and Canadian 
Malartic) in Year 4, for an estimated expansion capex of US$360 MM, including: US$125 MM for additional mining equipment, 
US$25 MM for tailings and water management expansion, US$25 MM for EPCM, US$25 MM for other indirects, US$25 MM 
for contingency and US$10 MM for closure components. The expansion would allow GBR to lower its head grade to 1.6 g/t 
(from 2.5 g/t) as lower grade portions of the LP Fault pit are mined, while also increasing gold production and reducing 
costs. We assume the expansion will be self-funded, and the incremental payback period on the expansion Capex is 2.0 
years. 

LOM sustaining capex of US$205MM, largely for maintenance of mining equipment (US$125 MM), plus US$20 MM for 
process plant maintenance, US$25 MM for tailings and water management, and US$35 MM for closure.  

AISC of US$787/oz decreasing to US$763/oz. After expansion to 55,000 tpd (grading 1.6 g/t), we estimate that operating 
costs fall to US$19.00/t from US$27.80/t, based on comparable projects after adjusting for higher strip ratio, even after 
reducing the head grade to 1.6 g/t, from 2.5 g/t. 

Our 5% NPV for LP Fault Zone production is US$2,300 MM after-tax (C$3,000 MM or C$59/sh), based on a mid-2024 
construction start, a gold price of US$1,500/oz, and after incorporating the 2% NSR that was spun out to GBR shareholders 
in May 2020, which we value at a 5% NPV of US137 MM (US$216 MM total royalty payments over assumed LOM). 
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Table 4: Comparable capital cost estimates applied to LP Fault Zone open pit concept 

 

Source: Company reports, Eight Capital estimates 

 

Table 5: Comparable operating cost estimates applied to LP Fault Zone open pit concept 

 

Source: Company reports, Eight Capital estimates 

  

Capital cost estimate 
(US$ MM or US$/t)

Description

Initial 
capex

(excludes 
community 
resettleme
nt $87M)

LOM 
sustaining 

capex

Sustaining 
capex per 

tonne 
milled

Initial 
capex

LOM 
sustaining 

capex

Sustaining 
capex per 

tonne milled

Initial 
capex

LOM 
sustaining 

capex 
(excludes 

ug)

Sustaining 
capex per 

tonne milled 
(excludes 

ug)

Initial 
capex 

(21,000 
tpd)

Expansion 
capex 

(to 55,000 
tpd)

LOM 
sustaining 

capex

LOM 
sustaining 
capex per 

tonne 
milled

Process plant $348 $6 $0.03 $398 $27 $0.11 $297 $0 $0 $300 $125 $20 $0.14
Mining equipment, pit development & stripping $137 $58 $0.24 $147 $271 $1.14 $161 $111 $1.11 $125 $125 $125 $0.89
Site development, infrastructure, & powerlines $49 $0 $0.00 $133 $9 $0.04 $132 $0 $0 $75 nil nil nil
Tailings and water management $15 $31 $0.13 $38 $270 $1.13 $48 $0 $0 $25 $25 $25 $0.18
Total direct costs $549 $95 $0.40 $716 $577 $2.42 $638 $111 $1.11 $525 $275 $170 $1.21
Other indirect and owners costs $87 n.a. n.a. $141 n.a. n.a. $129 n.a. n.a. $100 $25 n.a. n.a.
EPCM n.a. n.a. n.a. $55 n.a. n.a. $48 n.a. n.a. $50 $25 n.a. n.a.
Contingency $66 n.a. n.a. $80 n.a. n.a. $70 n.a. n.a. $50 $25 n.a. n.a.
Total indirect costs $153 - - $276 n.a. n.a. $247 n.a. n.a. $200 $75 n.a. n.a.
Mine closure n.a. $45 n.a. $10 $46 $0.19 n.a. n.a. n.a. $10 $10 $35 $0
Total capex $702 $95 $0.95 $1,002 $623 $2.61 $885 $111 $1.11 $735 $360 $205 $1.46

Notes:

2010 Detour Lake FS  
(238.6 Mt grading 1.15 g/t Au @ 
55,000 tpd with strip ratio 3.8:1 

and recovery 93.1%)

2014 Rainy River FS 
(104.3 Mt grading 1.13 g/t Au @ 

21,000 tpd with strip ratio 3.5:1 and 
recovery 89.9%)

Eight Capital Estimated Opex for LP Fault 
Open Pit Concept

(140 Mt grading 1.78 g/t Au @ 21,000 tpd, 
expanding to 55,000 tpd, with strip ratio 6.8:1 

and recovery 90%)

2008 Canadian Malartic FS
(183.3 Mt grading 1.07 g/t Au @ 
55,000 tpd with strip ratio 1.78:1 

and recovery 85.9%)

1. Capital costs for LP Fault concept were adapted from cost estimates for Rainy River, Detour, and Canadian Malartic, with mining equipment capex adjusted upward for a higher strip ratio.

Operating cost estimate 
(US$ MM or  US$/t)

Description

LOM 
operatin
g costs

Operating 
costs per 

tonne 
milled

LOM 
operating 

costs
(excludes 

silver)

Operating 
costs per 

tonne 
milled

LOM 
operating 

costs
(excludes 

ug)

Operating 
costs per 

tonne 
milled

Year 1-3 
operating 

costs
(21,000 

tpd)

Year 1-3 
operating 
cost per 
tonne 
milled

(21,000 
tpd)

Year 4+ 
operating 

costs
(55,000 

tpd)

Year 4+ 
operating 
cost per 
tonne 
milled

(55,000 
tpd)

LOM 
operatin
g costs

LOM 
operating 
cost per 
tonne 
milled

Mining $684 $3.73 $1,627 $6.82 $879 $8.78 $345 $15.22 $1,300 $11.08 $1,645 $11.75
Processing $909 $4.96 $1,243 $5.21 $919 $8.81 $200 $8.81 $611 $5.21 $811 $5.79
G&A $119 $0.65 $267 $1.12 $153 $1.47 $33 $1.47 $131 $1.12 $165 $1.18
Refining & transport $16 $0.09 $7 $0.03 $14 $0.13 $3 $0.13 $10 $0.09 $13 $0.09
Royalties (adjusted to $1,500 gold) $116 $0.63 $312 $1.31 $49 $0.47 $49 $2.17 $166 $1.41 $215 $1.54
Total operating costs $1,844 $10.06 $3,457 $14.49 $2,014 $19.66 $631 $27.80 $2,219 $18.91 $2,849 $20.35
Notes:

2014 Rainy River FS 
(104.3 Mt grading 

1.13 g/t Au @ 
~21,000 tpd with 

strip ratio 3.5:1 and 
recovery 89.9%)

2010 Detour Lake FS  
(238.6 Mt grading 

1.15 g/t Au @ 
~55,000 tpd with strip 

ratio 3.8:1 and 
recovery 93.1%)

2008 Canadian 
Malartic FS

(183.3 Mt grading 
1.07 g/t Au @ 

~55,000 tpd with 
strip ratio 1.78:1 and 

recovery 85.9%)

Eight Capital Estimated Opex for LP Fault Open Pit Concept
(140 Mt grading 1.68 g/t Au @ 21,000 tpd, expanding to 55,000 tpd, 

with strip ratio 6.8:1 and recovery 90%)

2. Operating costs for LP Fault open pit concept in years 4+ were adapted from Detour operating costs per tonne, with mining costs adjusted upwards for a higher strip 
ratio, and with the exception of refining and transport costs per tonne which were adapted from Canadian Malartic to be conservative. 

1. Operating costs for LP Fault open pit concept in years 1-3 were adapted from Rainy River operating costs per tonne, with mining costs adjusted upwards for a higher 
strip ratio.
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Figure 3: Capital and operating cost adjustments for a higher strip ratio 

 

Source: Company reports, Eight Capital estimates 

 

Table 6: LP Fault Zone DCF assumptions and estimates 

 

Source: Company reports, Eight Capital estimates 
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LP Fault Open Concept Pit DCF Assumptions & Estimates
Mineable Tonnes  (MM t Ore) 140
Avg. Grade (g/t Au) 1.77
Yr. 1-3 Head Grade (g/t Au) 2.50
Yr 4+ Head Grade (g/t Au) 1.63
Contained Ounces (MM oz Au) 7.97
Yr 1-3 Mill ing Rate (tpd) 21,000
Yr 4+ Mill ing Rate (tpd) 55,000
Recovery (%) 90%
Recovered Ounces (MM oz Au) 7.17
LT Gold Price (US$/oz) 1,500
Income Tax Rate 25%
DCF Discount Rate 5%
Capital Costs
Initial Capex (US$ MM) $735
Expansion Capex (US$ MM) $360
LOM Sustaining Capex (US$ MM) $205
LOM Strip Ratio (waste : ore) 6.8 : 1
Yr 1-3 Operating Costs Per Tonne
Mining (US$/t) $15.22
Processing (US$/t) $8.81
G&A (US$/t) $1.47
Refining and transport (US$/t) $0.13
Royalties (US$/t) $2.17
Total Yr1-3 Operating Costs (US$/t) $27.80
Yr 4+ Operating Costs Per Tonne
Mining (US$/t) $11.08
Processing (US$/t) $5.21
G&A (US$/t) $1.12
Refining and transport (US$/t) $0.09
Royalties (US$/t) $1.41
Total Yr4+ Operating Costs (US$/t) $18.91
Yr 1-3 cash costs (US$/oz) $638
Yr 4+ cash costs (US$/oz) $610
Yr 1-3 AISC incl. dep. (US$/oz) $787
Yr 4+ AISC incl. dep. (US$/oz) $763
LOM AISC incl. dep. (US$/oz) $767
CAD/USD 1.30
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Table 7: Results of LP Fault DCF  

 

Source: Company reports, Eight Capital estimates 

 

Figure 4: Production and cost profile for LP Fault Zone DCF 

 

Source: Company reports, Eight Capital estimates 

 

Figure 5: Operating cash flow and capital spending for LP Fault Zone DCF 

 

Source: Company reports, Eight Capital estimates 

  

LP Fault Open Pit Concept DCF
Calendar Year 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 ## ###
Mine Year -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Tonnes Ore Mined (tonnes) 7,560,000           7,560,000  7,560,000  19,800,000 19,800,000 19,800,000 19,800,000 19,800,000 18,320,000 140,000,000            
Head Grade (g/t Au) 2.50                      2.50            2.50            1.63              1.63              1.63              1.63              1.63              1.63              
Ounces Au Produced (oz) 546,945               546,945     546,945     933,647       933,647       933,647       933,647       933,647       863,859       7,172,928                
Gold Price (US$/oz) 1,500                   1,500          1,500          1,500            1,500            1,500            1,500            1,500            1,500            1,500                        
Revenue (US$ 000) 820,418               820,418     820,418     1,400,470    1,400,470    1,400,470    1,400,470    1,400,470    1,295,788    10,759,392              
Revenue (US$ 000) 820,418               820,418     820,418     1,400,470    1,400,470    1,400,470    1,400,470    1,400,470    1,295,788    10,759,392              
Capex (US$ 000) (294,000) (441,000) (18,636)                (18,636)      (378,636)    (18,636)        (18,636)        (18,636)        (18,636)        (18,636)        (18,636)        (1,262,727)               
Operating Costs (US$ 000) -            -            (210,170)             (210,170)    (210,170)    (550,445)      (550,445)      (550,445)      (550,445)      (550,445)      (509,301)      (3,892,036)               
Pre-tax CF (US$ 000) (294,000) (441,000) 591,612               591,612     231,612     831,388       831,388       831,388       831,388       831,388       767,851       5,604,629                
5% DCF Factor 1.00            0.95     0.91  0.86          0.82          0.78                      0.75            0.71            0.68              0.64              0.61              0.58              0.56              0.53              --
Pre-tax DCF (US$ 000) (253,968) (362,812) 463,543               441,470     164,602     562,716       535,920       510,400       486,096       462,948       407,208       3,418,124                
Pre-tax NPV (US$ 000) 3,418,124 
Pre-Tax IRR 56%

Income Tax (25%) (US$ 000) (152,562)             (152,562)    (152,562)    (212,506)      (212,506)      (212,506)      (212,506)      (212,506)      (196,622)      (1,716,839)               
Post-Tax CF (US$ 000) -              -       -    (294,000) (441,000) 439,050               439,050     79,050        618,882       618,882       618,882       618,882       618,882       571,229       3,887,790                
5% DCF Factor 1.00            0.95     0.91  0.86          0.82          0.78                      0.75            0.71            0.68              0.64              0.61              0.58              0.56              0.53              --
Post-tax DCF (US$ 000) -              -       (253,968) (362,812) 344,007               327,626     56,179        418,884       398,937       379,940       361,848       344,617       302,935       2,318,192                
Post-tax NPV (US$ 000) 2,318,192 
Post-Tax IRR 41%

LOM
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VALUATION 

We estimate a company NAV of C$3,194 MM (US$2,457 MM), or C$57.03/sh FD, at our long-term gold price of 
US$1,500/oz which implies a current P/NAV of 0.29x. Our target price subsequently applies a 0.5x DCF multiple resulting 
in our C$30.00 TP. Our blended NAV incorporates our 5% DCF model applied to the upper 400m of our mineral inventory 
estimate for the LP Fault Zone. Per share valuations are based on a fully diluted share count of 56.0 MM, which assumes all 
options/warrants are exercised. A higher LT gold price of US$1,700/oz would imply a NAVPS of C$72.47, a P/NAV of 0.23x, 
and a target price of C$37.85 based on a 0.5x DCF multiple. 

Our 5% DCF values the LP Fault Zone open pit at C$3,014 MM, or C$53.82/sh, making up 94% of our NAV and equating 
to an equivalent in-situ value of US$290/oz mined. Our target price subsequently applies a 0.5x DCF multiple to account for 
the early stage of the project and the preliminary nature of our estimate. A relatively low 5% discount rate was selected for 
ease of comparison to other project NPVs, and given the proven mining jurisdiction and proximity to infrastructure.  

EV/oz valuation metrics applied to Hinge, Limb and LP Fault Zone at depth for a NAV of C$140.4 MM, or $2.51/sh, 
accounting for 4% of our NAV. We apply a relative metric of US$25/oz for OP-UG deposit peers to our mineral inventory 
estimates of 2.3 MM oz grading 1.7 g/t, 0.8 MM oz grading 10 g/t, and 1.2 MM oz grading 7.9 g/t, for LP Fault Zone (>400m 
depth), Dixie Limb and Hinge, respectively. 

Balance sheet items valued at C$40.4 MM, or C$0.72/sh, including cash, debt, exploration/G&A and proceeds from all 
outstanding options/warrants that we assume will be exercised, which accounts for 1% of our NAV. 

 

Table 8: Net asset value breakdown for Great Bear Resources 

 

Source: Company reports, Eight Capital estimates 

 

Table 9: NAVPS and target price sensitivity to gold price and discount rate 

 

Source: Company reports, Eight Capital estimates 

NET ASSET VALUE (C$) NAV ($ MM) /Share FD % NAV
Mining Assets
LP Fault Open Pit DCF 3,014 53.82 94%
LP Fault Below 400m Depth 75.4 1.35 2%
Hinge Zone 26.0 0.46 1%
Dixie Limb 39.0 0.70 1%
Balance Sheet & Other Items
Cash Balance 48.9 0.87 2%
Potential Financing Proceeds 16.4 0.29 1%
Debt 0.0 0.00 0%
2020 Exploration, G&A (25.0) (0.45) -1%
Total: 3,194 57.04 100%
Eight Capital DCF Target Multiple 0.5x
Share Price Target C$ 30.00

TARGET PRICE SENSITIVITY TO GOLD PRICE (US$/oz)
Target (C$/sh) 1300 1500 1700 1900 2100
0% Discount 34.87 47.01 59.14 71.28 83.42
5% Discount 22.42 30.14 37.85 45.56 53.27
7% Discount 17.39 23.88 30.38 36.88 43.37
10% Discount 13.15 18.23 23.30 28.37 33.44
NAV PRICE SENSITIVITY TO GOLD PRICE (US$/oz)
NAVPS (C$/sh) 1300 1500 1700 1900 2100
0% Discount 69.21 93.48 117.75 142.02 166.30
5% Discount 41.62 57.04 72.47 87.89 103.32
7% Discount 34.24 47.23 60.23 73.22 86.21
10% Discount 25.77 35.92 46.06 56.21 66.36
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE AND FINANCIALS 

Great Bear Resources has ~C$46 MM in cash, no debt and a market cap of C$864 MM. Great Bear has 50.9 MM shares 
outstanding and 56.0 MM shares fully diluted. There are 1.0 MM warrants exercisable at a weighted average price of C$1.25. 
There are 4.1 MM options exercisable at a weighted average price of C$3.70, with an average remaining lift of about three 
years. A potential cash influx of C$16.4 MM assumes all options and warrants are exercised. A $33 MM offering closed in 
June 2020. This bought deal private placement included 1.47 MM common flow-through eligible shares at C$17/sh, and 
725,000 common shares at C$11.04/sh. 

Great Bear is listed on the TSX Venture Exchange. Management and Board own ~10% of the issued and outstanding shares 
of the company. Institutional investors own 25% of the stock.  

 

Figures 6: Graphs showing 1) share price appreciation over the past two years, and 2) a comparison between GBR, 
the gold price and the GDXJ index  

 

Source: Company reports  

 

FLAGSHIP: DIXIE PROJECT 

Location and access. The Dixie Property located 24km SE of Red Lake, Ontario, is comprised of 493 contiguous mineral 
claims totaling 9,140 hectares. Located within a disturbed forestry area strewn with gravel pits, there is excellent access to 
infrastructure. Year-round access is via Highway 105 and a series of all-season logging roads. Hydroelectric power lines 
follow Highway 105 and cross the NE corner of the property, where both the power lines and a natural gas line runs parallel 
to the property's northern boundary. While water is abundant in the area, there are no significant lakes on the property.  

 

Figure 7: Location for Great Bear’s Red Lake area properties, including its flagship Dixie Project  

   

Source: Company reports  
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Red Lake Regional Geology. The Dixie property lies within the Red Lake Greenstone Belt of the Uchi Subprovince of the 
Archean Superior Province of the Canadian Shield. The Greenstone Belt has 300 million years of tectono-magmatic 
deformation history, with episodes of magmatism, sedimentation and intense hydrothermal activity. The rocks of east-
trending Red Lake and north-trending Birch-Confederation greenstone belts are interpreted to have evolved by: 1) eruption 
and deposition of volcanic sedimentary sequences; 2) subduction related volcanism; and 3) continental collisions that led to 
crustal thickening and metamorphism. Both greenstone belts are comprised of Balmer and Confederation Lake rock 
assemblages. Balmer rocks are dominated by mafic volcanics, minor felsic volcanics, iron formation and metasediments. It 
is host to a majority of Red Lake’s lode gold deposits.  

Further information can be found in the latest Dixie Project technical report (link). 

 

Figure 8: Regional Red Lake district geology with active and past producing mines 

 

Source: Company reports, Ontario Geological Survey 

 

Complex regional structural geology. The area underwent a complex deformation that culminated in collision of two 
terranes. East-trending Red Lake and north-trending Birch-Confederation greenstone belts are characterized by steeply 
dipping panels of metamorphosed volcanic and sedimentary rocks. Balmer assemblage rocks have been overturned and 
folded (D0), and overprinted by two ductile deformation events (D1 and D2). D1 fabrics and folds strike northerly. D2 
structures are east-northeast striking, except in the main Red Lake mine trend where high D2 strain zone strikes east-
southeast. Subsequent brittle and semi-brittle structures occur at various scales.  

Greenschist metamorphism. Regional metamorphic grade of the two greenstone belts is consistent with minerals of 
greenschist grade metamorphism. Amphibolite grade minerals are found towards the margins of greenstone belt in contact 
with major plutons or smaller intrusions. Minerals include garnet and staurolite in metasedimentary rocks; or hornblende in 
mafic rocks. 

Prolific mineralization. Red Lake greenstone belt is one of the most prolific gold camps in Canada, with gold production 
over 29 million ounces from multiple deposits: Campbell-Red Lake/Dickenson (>25 M oz.), Cochenor-Willans (1.2 M oz.) and 
Madsen (2.4 M oz.). Most and highest grade gold is found within Balmer rocks. All gold mineralization is structurally 
controlled, occurring in veins, lenses, fractures and hinge zones along contacts between distinct rock units. The Birch-Uchi 

https://greatbearresources.ca/site/assets/files/3879/technical_report_05-2020_do.pdf
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belt is a volcanogenic massive sulphide (VMS) camp within the Confederation assemblage, and host to past-producing South 
Bay Mine (1.6 M tons at 11.06% Zn, 1.8% Cu and 2.12 ounces Ag per ton). This potential is likely from higher amounts of 
tholeiitic volcanics and high temperature rhyolites. The historic Griffith Mine, located ~10 km SW of the Dixie Property, 
produced 22.85 MM t of iron ore pellets grading 66.7% Fe from 78.8 tons of ore grading 29-30% Fe. The mine was hosted 
by tightly folded, banded iron formations the English River Subprovince. 

 

Dixie Project Geology 

Regional NW-SE trending metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks are bounded by intrusive rocks. Most geological 
interpretation is based on geophysics, limited regional scale mapping and diamond drilling, as there is extensive overburden 
and little outcrop in the area. Property geology can be broken down into four main rock types: 1) mafic volcanics; 2) an 
Amphibole-rich mafic volcanic; 3) intermediate to felsic volcanic; and 4) tonalite/quartz monzonite to granodiorite intrusive 
rocks. 

 

Figure 9: Property geology map showing greenstone rocks surrounded by intrusive rocks. The mafic volcanics of the 
property occur in the SW portion (Hinge, Dixie Limb Zones) and NE portions of the property, and are separated by a 
highly shears intermediate felsic volcanic (LP Fault Zone) 

 

Source: Company reports  
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Two main structural domains have different folding and faulting characteristics: the southwest and northeast domains 
exhibit folding, and the central domain exhibits high strain – namely the LP Fault. The SW and NE domains are noted by a 
series of folded mafic volcanic rocks that occur on either side of the LP Fault’s felsic volcanics. The LP fault zone occurs 
within the central structural domain and most likely exhibits all phases of deformation. However, evidence of fold hinges, 
fold closures and often quartz veins are completely obliterated due to the high degree of flattening. The LP Fault likely 
represents a re-activated deep crustal fault. 

 

Figure 10: Plan map showing the location of the SW and NE domains and high strain central domain  

 

Source: Company reports 

 

SW portion of Dixie property occurs within the mafic domain and consists of mafic volcanic flows (high Fe- and Mg-
tholeiites) intercalated with argillite, siltstone, iron formation and minor local felsic volcanics. Horizons of iron formation 
and argillite lead to a strong magnetic response. The centre of the property hosts a younger sequence of intermediate to 
mafic volcanics and meta-sediments (typically thinly bedded argillite or iron formation). The east and west portions of the 
property are similar, but with increasing felsic pyroclastic rocks.  

Northern portion of Dixie property is dominated by the felsic domain, consisting of porphyritic felsic flows (dacites) and 
volcaniclastics intercalated with sediments. The sequence is interpreted as a deformed felsic flow-dome complex. The mafic 
domain is in contact with a largely felsic / sedimentary domain in the northeast portion of the property. The contact between 
the two domains is best described as gradational from mafic to sedimentary and felsic rocks, and where drilled is marked 
by a highly strained sedimentary sequence. 

Mineralization styles. Three main styles of gold mineralization are found: 1) silica-sulfide replacement at Dixie Limb Zone; 
2) quartz veining at Hinge Zone and the new Arrow Zone; and 3) disseminated gold within high strain - LP Fault.  

• Sulphide Replacement – Dixie Limb Zone: Gold occurs near the contact between Fe-rich pillow basalt and Mg-rich 
massive basalt, and associated with argillite/siltstone. Mineralization appears to replace sediments, or occur as silica 
flooding and quartz-calcite veins. Sulphide minerals include 2-40% pyrrhotite, 2-15% pyrite,1-4% arsenopyrite, 2% 
chalcopyrite, minor <2% sphalerite and trace magnetite. Visible free gold is common and can be intense where sediments 
are missing.  
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• Quartz Veining – Hinge and new Arrow Zones: Hinge Zone veins are a series of sub-parallel veins that follow the axial 
plane of the property wide D2 fold (~E-W). The intersection between the fold and rock unit contacts marks a plunge 
control to higher grade veins. Quartz veining is hosted by several rock types which include massive basalt, pillow basalt 
or argillite. Veins ranging up to 5m wide with zones up to 40m wide. Fine grained disseminated sulphides (1-3% 
pyrrhotite, 1-2% pyrite, 1-2% chalcopyrite, <1% arsenopyrite and trace sphalerite) and visible gold are very common. Gold 
occurs as disseminations, blebs, clusters and fracture filling. Patchy to pervasive biotite and carbonate alteration halos 
around veins can extend out from veins for over 2m.  

• Disseminated Gold in High Strain Corridor – LP Fault Zone: This style of mineralization is unique to the Dixie Property, 
as it is not found in other parts of the Red Lake Greenstone belt. The zone is associated with strong deformation and 
alteration, increased metamorphism, destruction of primary textures and complete flattening of the original host rocks. 
Higher grade gold mineralization appears to be controlled by the intersection of this strain zone and a metasedimentary 
unit. Most >5 g/t gold intercepts and nearly all >10 g/t gold intercepts occur within 50-100 m of the 
metasedimentary/felsic volcanic contact. Sulphides include 1-15% disseminated pyrite, 1-10% arsenopyrite (blebby and 
matted), 1-5% red and yellow sphalerite, 1-5% pyrrhotite, 1-5% chalcopyrite, 1-5% galena and 1-3% scheelite. At least 
three phases of gold have been identified, including 1) foliation parallel free gold in host rock; 2) obliterated quartz 
veins; and 3) visible gold in quartz veins slightly oblique to foliation. 

 

Dixie Limb and Hinge Zone 

Most Dixie Property exploration has been carried to the south of the LP Fault. Two types of Red Lake type style 
mineralization occur within this domain. Hinge Zone occurs on the planar hinge of the folded rocks, particularly near fold 
noses. The key feature is a very complex gold bearing quartz vein system. Veins combine and diverge, and are parallel to 
subparallel regional structure. There are four generations of QV, but most do not host gold, so using veins to target gold 
zones is actually fairly difficult. Other zones, such as Dixie Limb and the new Arrow discovery, are linear. Gold forms as 
parallel sheets of mineralization along the limbs of the folds, no matter how structurally complicated the zone is.  

 

Figure 11: Location of the Hinge, Dixie Limb and new Arrow Zones (within mafic volcanics), ~400m to the south of the 
LP Fault Zone 

 

Source: Company reports 
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Figure 12: Geological cross section (from north to south) through the central domain's LP Fault Zone, into the SW 
mafic domain and the Dixie Limb Zone and Hinge Zone. Recent drilling success has identified new zones within mafic 
rocks at the hangingwall contact to the LP Fault Zone, at depth below Dixie Limb, and in a new zone parallel to Hinge 
Zone  

 

Source: Company reports 

 

The Limb and Hinge zones are also likely deep seated, similar to Red Lake style mineralization in the camp that has been 
mined down to 2.5 km depth. While the depth to gold mineralization isn’t yet known, it has been interpreted that the 
structures that host both the LP Fault Zone and the Dixie Limb/Hinge Zones may in fact coalesce at a depth of 3-3.5 km.  

There are several analogues for the Hinge and Dixie Limb Zones (more on this later) that we use as a guide to help us 
with our mineral inventory estimate. This Red Lake style mineralization is tested at relatively close spacing. This is a necessity 
for both quartz veins style (in particular) and sulphide replacement mineralization. Dixie Limb and Hinge zone drilling are 
likely already at an indicated level. Management suggests that it is targeting 1 MM oz down to 300m depth at these two 
zones. Hinge Zone grades roughly 10 g/t and probably makes up 60% of the mineralization. Dixie Limb makes up roughly 
the remaining 40%, grades about 7-8 g/t, but before accounting for depth extensions. A deep hole at about 750m (still 
shallow in Red Lake camp terms) shows the Dixie Limb zone continues at depth, appears to be improving in grade, and there 
is a gap between that high grade intersection and the main deposit. 
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Figure 13: Geological plan map showing the Dixie Limb Zone 

 

Source: Company reports  

 

Figure 14: Long section of the Dixie Limb Zone showing multiple high grade plunge directions  

 

Source: Company reports  
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Figure 15: Vertical section of the anastomosing quartz veins of the Hinge Zone looking west 

 

Source: Company reports  

 

Table 10: Summary of high grade Red Lake style gold mineralization from Dixie Limb and Hinge zone drilling 

 

Source: Company reports  
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LP Fault Zone Geology 

LP Fault Zone is hosted within the up to 500m wide central deformation zone or LP Fault. These are highly strained 
felsic to intermediate volcanic rocks that likely represent a flattened and sheared flow dome complex. Rocks are highly 
foliated with visible gold and little QV, although appear to be flattened and sheared QV fragments. Gold has been flattened 
and recrystallized parallel to foliation. Alteration includes albite, sericite and silicification, possibly due to remnants of quartz 
veins or quartz eyes within the felsic porphyry. Most alteration and mineralization occur along the southern contact with the 
mafic volcanics. The geological analogue to this zone is Barrick Gold’s (ABX, BUY, $46 TP, covered by R. Profiti) Hemlo deposit 
located just north of Lake Superior.  

LP Fault geology and gold mineralization is very consistent. LP Fault Zone shows incredible continuity - km by km, section 
by section, metre by metre - along strike, vertically or even within the same high grade intercepts within a single drill hole. 
LP Fault zone drilling is identifying high grade and wide zones over several km of strike. HG mineralization is bound by wide 
intervals of moderate to lower grade intervals that extend right to surface. HG gold occurs at predictable geological contracts 
and shears within the rocks. Core is being oriented, thus structural data is available for every hole.  We are seeing very good 
continuity of gold over 300-400m vertically and the same laterally along kilometres of strike. There might even be an 
increasing number of zones at depth.  

 

Figure 16: Sections 22375-21150-18750 showing continuity of geology, alteration and mineralization on kilometre 
scale  

 

Source: Company reports  
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Figure 17: Sections 20050-20000-19950 demonstrate nice gold grades straight from surface, heading to depth and 
trending onto adjacent sections in portions of the LP Fault that have been drilled at higher density. The average width 
of the LP Fault is +300m wide over several kilometres of strike and remains open in all directions. This is unique in 
Red Lake where the average width of zones often range from 2m to 5m 

 

Source: Company reports  

 

Figure 18: Cross section of Hole BR-118 Section L20650W showing the continuity of gold mineralization within the 
high grade intercept of a single drill itself  

 

Source: Company reports  
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Geological lines up quite well and a metasedimentary marker horizon has been identified. Recently, two structures 
have also been identified within the broader LP Fault Zone - Vein Zone and High Strain Zone.  We do see a relationship 
between rock types and distribution of gold mineralization, and this is where knowing where the marker sequence comes in 
handy. The mineralization follows the orientation of the structure and it turns and rotates in response with geology. 

Initial drilling was completed on 1000m centres, then 400m reduced to centres, and is now sub-25m in places. Every drill 
hole hit the same rocks, alteration, gold mineralization across 4+km strike. The geology still hangs together even where 
there are some drilling gaps (only a few now and typically down below 300m). Fortunately, gold mineralization follows 
geology consistently. 

Grade along the entire 4.2km of strike is somewhat consistent when viewing 2 g/t, 5 g/t and even 10 g/t or 20 g/t Au 
assays, but is concentrated in areas of increased drilling. There is a lower proportion of high grade gold in one area known 
as the gap. While it was a gap based on lack of drilling prior, over the past couple of months this gap was drilled, but grades 
are somewhat lower than along strike in either direction. 

 

Figure 19: Long section of the LP Fault Zone showing continuity of +20 g/t Au gold mineralization over the entire 
4.2km long strike. Gold density is often drill limited, but several vertical higher grade shoots appear to be taking 
shape at various intervals along trend  

 

Source: Company reports  

 

Depth potential is significant where all zones remain open. The LP Fault zone has been extended another 100m down 
dip recently. The 60-70 degree dripping zone remains very wide and is still open. The zone currently averages ~350-400m 
vertical along its entire 4.2 km long strike.  

Recent drilling that transected the LP Zone southward was able to penetrate Hinge Zone mineralization at depth, almost 
350m below the bulk of that deposit. A deep LP Fault footwall deposit was also identified. It occurs at the contact with the 
mafic volcanics – but appears to be in those volcanics rather than within the felsic to intermediate volcanics of the LP Fault 
itself.  

Determining an accurate LP Fault gold mineral inventory might actually be more challenging due to its sheer size. It 
is a Hemlo analogue, but it’s currently unknown whether small 50m step-outs can suitably be predicted should wider drill 
spacing be used for a mineral inventory. Management doesn’t expect that 10-12m centres will be required. Perhaps 25m to 
50m will be sufficient – as infill drilling will need to be pragmatic and economic. Management concedes that it still needs to 
do both step-out and infill drilling, but it doesn’t want to complete dense drilling. Furthermore, there is likely more gold 
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zones to be found on the property, and some effort must be made to make further discoveries. Management’s goal is to de-
risk the project and get the deposit more accurately valued than it is by the market.  

The flexure on LP fault is important. It measures about 5km from one end to the other, and notably hosts the entire 4.2km 
strike of the LP Fault mineralization. Ultimately, we would expect tighter 50m spaced drilling in the 2km long core of the LP 
Fault zone - maybe as close as 25m spacing to demonstrate continuity of high grade gold from section to section.  

 

PROJECT HISTORY  

Four gold occurrences were first discovered in the 1940s on the south side of Dixie Creek, about 4km downstream from 
Dixie Lake. Another occurrence was discovered in 1988, coincident with a 700m long magnetic high and MAXMIN, VLF and 
IP anomalies. Several companies subsequently explored the property, focusing on the 88 Zone (now called Dixie Limb) and 
the NS Zone. Teck Resources estimated a historical indicated resource of 417,000 tons at 0l.126 opt for Dixie Limb (378,296 
t at 4.3 g/t Au), and “upside” of 1.1 MM tons grading 0.10 opt. Mineralization hadn't yet been recognized along the LP Fault, 
although deep penetrating Lithoprobe geophysics has identified the Fault Zone as a deep seated regional structure, similar 
to that found at Red Lake.  

 

Figure 20: Lithoprobe geophysical results showing the structures found within the Red Lake and Dixie Project areas 

 

Source: Company reports 

 

Great Bear has been exploring the property since 2017. It has owned 100% of the project since November 2018. At this 
point, only about 20% of the LP Fault trend and 10% of the entire project area have been tested. Due to the overburden cover 
and lack of outcrops, the majority of exploration targets were defined from interpretation of geophysical and geochemical 
surveys (airborne magnetic and electromagnetic surveys, ground magnetics, VLF-EM, horizontal loop/Max-Min EM, IP, soil, 
MMI and rock samples). Early drilling on the property was minor. Some low grade gold mineralization was intersected by 
drilling near the LP fault, but Au in QV was only identified at Dixie Limb at this time.  

The initial 2017 drill program totaled nine holes (1,093m). All drilling focused on the Dixie Limb. It was located within 
volcanic rocks, but had a large fault system to the north. Mineralization was about 600m along strike in Red Lake style high 
grade, but what appeared to be discontinuous zones. Great Bear ultimately determined that many historical holes were 
plotted in the wrong spot, suggesting that the vein sets didn’t fit together. Once corrections were made, the 3D model did 
hold together and was obviously a classic Red Lake deposit, with near vertical dipping shoots of high grade gold 
mineralization. Great Bear has since extended Dixie Limb to about 600m strike, and its GT profile is noted at 6.86 g/t over 
2.2m. Current exploration remains focused on finding higher grade sub-zones and extending these zones further to depth. 
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Hinge Zone discovery; Dixie Limb extension (2018). The drill program totaled 71 holes (16,984m) and focused on 
extending mineralization intersected in the 2017 Dixie Limb drill program, regional magnetic anomalies, and following up 
on the Grandview North Zone that returned 163.57 g/t gold over 0.46m and 15.05 g/t over 2m within Hole DC-10-07. The 
holes designed to target this intercept became the Hinge Zone discovery. This zone is noted by its stratigraphic/structural 
location and abundance of quartz veins. This deposit is located within folded stratigraphy close to the Dixie Limb zone. It 
remains open to depth and along strike. This new discovery saw a dramatic increase in market attention. Great Bear has 
since expanded the Hinge zone along 100m strike and down to at least 300m. A GBR technical report estimates a GT profile 
of 25.82 g/t over 1.51m. July 2018 saw expansion of the Dixie Limb zone, a complete panel of gold mineralization that is 
open at depth. Predictable zones of high grade mineralization can be identified within the panel.  

LP Fault Zone discovery (2019). Ongoing diamond drilling ultimately led to 165 holes totaling 67,596m. Work was 
completed on the Hinge zone, Dixie Limb and the near surface, high grade LP Fault Zone (originally called Bear-Rimini Zone) 
was discovered in May. Discovery Hole DNW-011 returned significant results, including 12.33 g/t Au over 14m, including 
30.90 g/t over 4.6m; 194.2 g/t Au over 2m, including 759.38 g/t over 0.5m. Early drilling spaced along several km of the 
LP Fault all seemed to intersect shallow gold mineralization - and each "zone" was named something new. As the year (and 
2020) progressed, the gaps between these zones began to close and Great Bear management came to realize that it might 
have continuous gold mineralization along 4.2km of strike. The LP Fault Zone discovery was unique in that disseminated 
gold mineralization is hosted within silicified felsic volcanics, rather than Red Lake style quartz-carbonate veins hosted within 
basalts. Ultimately, the LP Fault Zone grew along strike to 4.2km, and the fault zone itself (contact between felsic and mafic 
volcanics) became the main target/control for mineralization.  

• By October 2019, LP fault mineralization was identified in several areas along trend, and it wasn’t immediately apparent 
that all intersections would be connected. There was a large discrepancy between size of zones at this point due to 
where drilling had or had not taken place. Over the next couple of months, the sheer size potential of LP Fault 
mineralization became apparent - astonishing scale, remarkable continuity and consistent geology demonstrating a large 
mineralizing system over at least 4km of strike where drilling existed. Every single drill hole that hit the LP fault also hit 
gold.  

• Since November 2019, systematic drilling has been ongoing in an effort to delineate and extend gold mineralization 
along strike and at depth, and eliminate gaps along the 4.2km of known mineralization.  

 

Notable Exploration Advances During the 2020 program 

2020 drilling is a continuation of the 2019 program, but we can chronologically dig deeper into 2020 program results, as 
numerous step changes at LP Fault Zone, Dixie Limb Zone and the new Arrow Zone discovery give us reason for optimism. 
Management's goal is to focus on geology and creation of the 3D model in 2020, particularly for the LP Fault. A $21 MM 
budget should allow for 300 drill holes. Work will be performed on property wide targets, Dixie Limb (along strike, depth), 
Hinge Zones and the LP Fault. LP Fault drilling is closing gaps in mineralization along the 4.2 km trend, having combined 
the Yuma, Yoro, Auro, Viggo and other 2019 discoveries to one cohesive LP Fault Zone. Plans are to continue drill fences of 
holes along strike in both directions and at depths below 400m at LP Fault until mineralization wanes.  

Dixie Limb deep discovery over doubled its depth extent (May 2020). This bodes well for future resource/mineral 
inventory potential. The first deep drill hole on the property doubled the depth of mineralization at Dixie Limb (replacement 
sulphide), and hit new Hinge zone style (QV) gold mineralization. A hole that originated in the LP Fault area was extended 
from 534m to 1,509m to intersect the Dixie Limb Zone at 740m vertical. Assays were 10.19 g/t Au over 19m, including 
68.59 g/t over 2.65m, which in turn included 133.50 g/t over 1m. This is the deepest, widest, highest grade interval to date 
from Dixie Limb. This intersection becomes the basis for our extending our Eight Capital mineral inventory down to 800m 
vertical, at slightly higher grades than towards surface.  

The same deep hole also hit Hinge Zone-like gold bearing quartz veins at depth (May 2020). This may represent the 
depth extension of Hinge Zone to 840m vertical, although this is likely a separate set of plunging veins as currently towards 
surface. However, it does suggest these two zones may coalesce at depth. Very impressive assays notwithstanding, the 
location of the drill hole is key - these Red Lake style deposits are often deep seated and very high grade. Significant gold 
grades have a large impact even over shorter areas…and a doubling of vertical depth in this area further supports our belief 
that this area can eclipse 2 MM oz (not including LP Fault area which has multi-million oz potential). What’s more…should 
the Hinge Zone and Dixie Limb Zone connect/combine at depth – this mineralization suggests that we might see grades and 
thicknesses increased, as is often the case when two major structures intersect. 
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Figure 21: Cross section. A drill hole originating from the shallow LP Fault Zone to the north was extended and 
intersected both the Dixie Limb Zone and new Hinge Zone style mineralization at depth 

  

Source: Company reports 

 

High-powered addition as Michael Kenyon joins the board (June 2020). We view this as an important stamp of approval, 
as Great Bear’s extreme success at its Dixie Project in Red Lake is attracting top tier talent from the industry.  

Arrow Zone Discovery (June 2020). A new Red Lake-style high grade gold discovery was made just 1.2km WNW of the 
Hinge Zone, essentially one fold-nose over. Three zones of quartz vein associated gold mineralization include a 15m wide 
interval of high grade visible gold in quartz veins intersected along 435.55m of core length. Intercepts include 19.32 g/t Au 
over 2.1m, including 50 g/t over 0.75m, within broader 3 g/t over 15m interval; 1.09 g/t over 1m; and 1.8 g/t over 1.3m. 
This mineralization occurs at a similar geological contact (high iron tholeiitic pillow basalt and massive basalt), but at 
different stratigraphic position than that found at Hinge Zone or Dixie Limb. It is associated with red-brown hydrothermal 
biotite alteration characteristic of Red Lake Gold Mine and Hinge Zone. Management suggests that shearing is probably more 
important than D2 fold structures, as gold is running parallel to shears and found within other zones. This is the first area 
tested outside of high grade Dixie Hinge and Limb Zones, or lower grade disseminated LP Fault mineralization. Regional 
drilling will test perhaps four or five more of these repetitive fold closures along trend. Dimensions of this zone are currently 
unknown given the limited drill testing of this zone to date, thus we do not include it within our mineral inventory estimate.  
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Figure 22: New Arrow Zone Red Lake style discovery on parallel fold structure to the Hinge and Dixie Limb Zones 

 

Source: Company reports 

 

Figure 23: Multiple vein sets are located at or near the contact of Fe-rich and Mg-rich tholeiitic basalts  

 

Source: Company reports 
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Best LP Fault Zone drill results to date (June 2020). There was no slowing down of positive results in mid-2020. BR-137 
returned the highest grade, widest gold interval at LP Fault Zone - 31.33 g/t Au over 20.55m, including 576 g/t over 1m. 
This hole filled a 90m gap along strike and demonstrates incredible continuity of gold mineralization, as all adjacent drill 
holes, both vertically on the same section and laterally along strike, are also strongly mineralized over significant widths. 
The deposit is still drill limited and resource delineation is still largely expansion drilling. Recent results are shown to be 
higher grade than the previous average, as GBR is benefiting from luck and from improved knowledge of the deposit that 
allows it to better target high grade plunge directions. 

LP Fault Zone Depth Expansion; New LP Fault Hangingwall Discovery (July 2020). Hole BR-140 intersected multiple gold 
intervals within 725m of core length, such as 15.45 g/t gold over 3.50m, within a broader interval of 2.09 g/t over 66m, 
and 6.61 g/t over 4.50m, within a broader interval of 1.61 g/t over 36m. At 867m to 877m down hole, corresponding to a 
vertical depth of ~750 metres, a new gold zone was discovered. It occurs within the mafic hanging wall rocks immediately 
adjacent to the LP Fault zone. This new zone returned assays of 7.20 g/t over 1.50m, within a broader interval of 1.15 g/t 
over 10m. Future drilling of the LP Fault Zone will start to include similar drill holes that penetrate through the LP Fault and 
into the footwall at depth, in order to test for extensions to this new zone, and potential additional parallel zones. We see 
this as the highlight of the press release, only in that this outcome was a pleasant surprise. It provides for 4.2km of potential 
parallel gold zones along that contact, adjacent to the LP Fault zone. We aren't sure if this mineralization is strictly associated 
with the LP Fault or if it is associated with other zones within the mafic volcanics, such as the Dixie Limb and Hinge.  

Hole BR-141 also extended the LP Fault Zone another 100m vertically below the BR-140 intercept. It returned multiple 
gold intervals along 482.9m of core length, including 28.6 g/t over 2m within a broader interval of 3.58 g/t over 22m; 
61.91 g/t over 1m within a broader interval of 2.47 g/t over 77.7m; and 5.29 g/t over 7.5m. Similarly, deeper drilling within 
Hole BR-129 on Section L20,000W near the heart of the deposit extends known mineralization on this section from bedrock 
surface to ~400m vertical depth, and remains one of the deepest intersected on the LP Fault to date. It returned multiple 
mineralized intervals along 173.1m of core length, including 559 g/t over 0.5m within a broader interval of 10.06 g/t over 
31.25m. The +10 g/t gold interval over more than 30m is also the widest high-grade gold interval drilled at the LP Fault to 
date, and the total mineralized interval is 4.07 g/t over 80.50m. These results suggest the mineralized zone is widening at 
depth. 

 

Figure 24: Cross-section of L20650W showing the location of the new LP Fault hangingwall and further depth extension 
of the LP Fault Zone itself  

 

Source: Company reports 
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Two discrete LP Fault high grade gold zones – Upper Vein Zone and High Strain Zone (August 2020). While the Hinge 
and Dixie Limb zones are being modelled as discrete vein or sulphide replacement zones within mafic volcanic rocks typical 
of Red Lake, the LP Fault Zone is a completely different beast. It is a broad zone of strongly deformed suite of felsic-
intermediate volcanic and meta-sedimentary rocks. Mineralization occurs as a broad and continuous zone of disseminated 
gold and several parallel zones of higher grade steeply dipping gold zones within the fault zone. Emerging geological model 
has identified two discrete high grade corridors extending to the depths of current drilling.  

• Upper Vein Zone - this discrete zone contains up to 60% deformed or broken quartz veins. While some veins are 
preserved, a lot of strain has been placed on them. Gold occurs in both veins and competent albite-sericite altered wall 
rock. The zone is interpreted to extend for over 700m strike and remains open in all directions.  

• High Strain Zone – this is a discrete zone of increased foliation parallel strain where gold has been observed along 
foliation planes. There is little to no veining, as the rock fabric has been destroyed and gold has been stripped out and 
redeposited along strain fabric or disseminated throughout intensely altered silica (there is an increase in silicification 
and local sulphide mineralization). The zone extends for 1.1km strike and remains open in all directions. 

We have been accustomed to high grade assays, but the news about how these two high grade zones can be identified and 
systematically tested is a large positive. They can help better predict block model grades as search ellipse work along trend, 
as opposed to across stratigraphy/structure, even within the broader mineralized zones. This should help improve 
confidence and the consistent high grade gold results from around these areas moving forward, and should help increase 
resource even faster than previously. This information is also very important from a resource modelling standpoint. Higher 
grade zones within an open pit or underground environment have the ability to improve economics. While we do use higher 
grade zones within our broader gold composites to estimate our mineral inventory, we do not model these two zones out 
separately from the broader LP Fault Zone.  

These zones tend to run in parallel, separated by tens of metres. We speculate that the higher grade core of the LP Fault 
zone might run for a couple of kilometres and at grades of between 2-5 g/t Au; suitable for open pit mining, these two 
higher strain zones may potentially run up to 8-10 g/t Au, much like a typical Red Lake style deposit where the gold has 
been stripped out and redeposited. Such wide and near vertical high grade veins might be ripe for underground mining 
(perhaps longhole methods) at depth.  

Gold occurs in sheets, but may actually be really large lenses that can get up to 300m+ in width in places, with an average 
vertical extent probably closer to 350m – 400m average (drill limited). Gold does come to surface, although there is some 
variation in place due to drilling density. There is also high grade gold in all areas except for one or two gaps (gap zone is 
lower grade even though it has proven not to be a gap). 

Mineralization might extend down up to 600-700m or more in places. Drilling already traces it down to 700m core length 
locally - but those holes are drilled such that they were drilled at shallower angles in an effort to cut across stratigraphy from 
N to S, rather than straight down to test vertical extent. Management seems confident that mineralization could exceed 
1,000m depth or more. It also suggests that the LP Fault and the one that has localized gold around the Hinge and Dixie 
Limb zones have created a 1,500m wide dilatant zone that was perfect for gold deposition, and that these veins will likely 
converge at ~3km depth based on current dips. Because of this depth potential, management is suddenly more interested 
in determining depth extent as opposed to strike right now at all zones.  

 

GOLD MINERALIZATION ANALOGUES 

The Dixie Property deposits have analogues to either Red Lake or Hemlo style mineralization. The LP Fault Zone has 
similarities to the Hemlo deposit, a large tonnage, moderate grade mining scenario that can support a combination of 
underground or open pit mining methods. The Dixie Limb, Hinge and new Arrow zones are analogues to Red Lake deposits, 
whether quartz vein hosted or sulphide replacement.  

Hemlo Analogue 

LP Fault Zone shows similarities to Hemlo. These are moderately high grade gold deposits that have produced over 22.6 
MM oz of gold since the 1980s. Gold occurs in disseminated sheet-like mineralization within felsic volcanic and 
metasedimentary host rocks. Mineralization is structurally controlled within major shear zones. Grades are variable, typically 
averaging 1.5 g/t in open pit and between 6-13 g/t in underground, and average about 8.5 g/t Au. The deposits occur along 
4km of continuous strike, with an 8m thickness and down to 1.5km depth.  About 90% of the gold is found along a 2.6km 
long core and below 500m depth, thus 94% of it has been mined from underground. LP Fault Zone also occurs as modest 
grade disseminated gold mineralization within felsic volcanic and metasedimentary rocks, controlled within a higher sheared 
zone. The zone already measures 4.2km strike and down to between 400m and 500m locally. One difference is that LP Fault 
Zone is gold only and doesn't contain other elements, such as B, Mo, As or Sb as found at Hemlo. 
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Figure 25: Illustrative comparison of the LP Fault Zone and Hemlo deposit  

 

Source: Company reports 
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Figure 26: Comparison of Dixie Property Assay results to the historic mined grade at Hemlo's Williams, Golden Giant 
and David Bell Mines  

 

Source: Company reports 

 

Red Lake Style Analogue 

The Red Lake gold camp has produced 29 MM oz at an average grade of 0.5 oz/t Au, ranking it after Timmins and Kirkland 
Lake, ahead of Hemlo as one of the big four Ontario gold mining camps. The Red Lake mines (Campbell-Red Lake-Dickenson) 
have produced 86% or 25 MM oz of this total. Much of this was mined from the High Grade Zone discovered in 1995. It 
measures ~1.65km x 1.65km x 4.5m and averaged 22 g/t Au. This vertical zone has limited strike extent and doesn’t come 
to surface. High grade veins are typically about 30cm wide and are often diluted over 2m. The widest veins approach 10m 
wide and averages 4.5m down to depths of about 2.5 km. Great Bear’s volcanic hosted mineralization shares all the hallmarks 
of Red Lake style mineralization.  

Dixie Limb, Hinge and Arrow Zones are typical volcanic hosted Red Lake style gold zones. Gold occurs near the contact 
between Fe-rich pillow basalt and Mg-rich massive basalt, and associated with argillite/siltstone and occurs as quartz vein 
hosted or replacement sulphide. Dixie Limb Zone is a sulphide replacement style deposit (up to 40% sulphides) where 
mineralization replaces sediments or occurs within silica flooding and quartz-calcite veins.  

Hinge Zone and new Arrow Zones are quartz vein style deposits that occur at massive basalt, pillow basalt or argillite 
contacts, and parallel to the axial plane of a fold nose. Visible gold is very common and occurs as disseminations, blebs, 
clusters and fracture filling. Patchy to pervasive biotite and carbonate alteration halos are found around veins.  

 

Figure 27: Comparison assays found at Dixie Project with those from the world-class 25 MM oz Red Lake Mine. High 
grade intercepts from the Dixie Limb and Hinge Zone compare well to those at Red Lake, and wide zones of 
disseminated gold within LP Fault Zone is potentially amenable to bulk mining methods  

 

Source: Company reports 
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Canadian Malartic Analogue 

Canadian Malartic deposit in Quebec is the largest gold mine in Canada. While the Canadian Malartic is not a geological 
analogue to any of the Dixie Property zones, its size, geometry and open pit amenability makes it an interesting comparison 
for us when we were considering wrapping a mine plan around our mineral inventory estimate. Canadian Malartic is a 3.5km 
long open pit that averages ~300,000 oz/yr. Ore grades around 0.7-1.0 g/t Au, essentially a broad zone of low grade gold 
mineralization with a few high grade zones that make it work. Historical production was 5 MM ounces of gold grading 4.5 
g/t Au from underground. It bodes well that the 16 months of LP Fault Zone discovery is already being compared to Canadian 
Malartic.  

 

Figure 28: Illustrative comparison of Dixie Property assay results versus those found at Canadian Malartic 

 

Source: Company reports 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Good mining jurisdiction. The area has already been deforested and logged, and according to management doesn't have 
much traditional land use. There are already several gravel operations on the property, power lines and a gas pipeline nearby 
and deposits don't occur near open water.  

Great Bear is dedicated to working with the local communities in the Red Lake area. It has strong community support 
given its ongoing consultation with the town of Red Lake and First Nations at Wabauskang and Lac Seul. The company plans 
to prioritize local employment and procurement (67% of on-site staff are longstanding Red Lake residents). A First Nations 
traditional knowledge, land use, history and rights study is being funded by Great Bear.  

Environmental baseline work continues, including water sampling and drill site remediation. A permitting framework is in 
place, with full permits in place for exploration. An exploration agreement with First Nations aligns Wabauskang and Lac 
Seul First Nations with the company. It will provide a cooperative framework as the Dixie Project moves forward until such 
time that an Impact Benefits Agreement is negotiated.  

 

DIXIE PROJECT ROYALTY SPIN-OUT 

Great Bear Royalties Corp. was created to hold a 2% NSR on the Dixie Property. This will ultimately by distributed to 
shareholders of record as of 4-May-20. The royalty stream is based on production, and early value was pegged at $25 MM, 
likely minimizing initial tax implications (low value given no resources or economic studies). However, as the LP Fault Zone 
gains critical mass and is de-risked through technical study, we’d expect its value to rise. The NSR will cover all of Dixie 
Project, but none of the other projects staked in the area. Great Bear Royalties shares will not be listed on a public stock 
exchange but will operate as a reporting issuer.  

We believe the 2% NSR royalty on just the LP Fault Zone production from our 5% DCF model is worth ~US$137 MM. 
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OTHER REGIONAL RED LAKE PROJECTS 

Success at the Dixie project sparked a 2019 staking rush that saw total land area staked in the Red Lake increase by over 
150%. Using Great Bear’s proprietary model-driven geological review of the district, focusing on D2 fold and deep-seated 
structural gold controls as a guide, the company suggests there are other prospective areas for gold mineralization. Mapping 
and prospecting will continue through 2021. These properties include: 

Dedee Property (15,300 Ha) is 20 minutes from Red Lake and is road accessible. It covers western strike extensions of the 
D2 axial plane similar to those found at Dixie. It hosts two folded greenstone belts. Historical drill reports mention sulphide 
occurrences that were never tested for gold. Conductive trends similar to the Historical geophysical surveys suggest 
conductive trends similar to the Dixie Limb area. 

Pakwash Property (3,100 Ha) is located SE of Dixie and straggles portions of a regional fault. Historical lake sediment gold 
anomalies coincide with regional fault zones and gold in-soil anomalies.  

Sobel Property (3,200 Ha) is located along the strike extension of the main D2 fold axial plane, which could be a control for 
gold mineralization at the Red Lake gold mine. 

 

RISKS 

Exploration, project development and mining are inherently risky investments given large initial expenses or capital 
outlays well prior to any potential revenue being provided. Risks may include:  

Geopolitical/jurisdiction risks - some of these may be out of the control of the company, including royalty and taxation 
levels, land agreement liabilities, regulatory, environmental and permitting requirements and timing.  

Technical risks - covers a wide variety of risks that stem directly from the deposit, including methods to estimate its 
size/shape and ultimately, methods to extract the ore. These risks may include exploration, development and mineral 
extraction risks, such as accuracy of geological interpretation, resource/reserve estimates and economic studies, cost and 
grade fluctuations, assay reconciliation, metallurgical issues and exploration success.  

Corporate risks - these may include project execution by management, investor relations.  

Financial risks - these may occur on the project or corporate level, including variation in valuation parameters/metrics, 
commodity price or foreign exchange fluctuations, access to financing or potential for shareholder dilution. 

 

MANAGEMENT AND DIRECTORS 

Chris Taylor - Director; President and CEO: Mr. Taylor is a structural and economic geologist and mining entrepreneur with 
over 20 years' experience in mining and exploration. He is also Chairman of Kodiak Copper Corp. and formerly a geologist 
with Imperial Metals.  

Bob Singh - Director; VP Exploration: Mr. Singh has over 25 years' experience in gold and base metal exploration, working 
for both junior and major mining companies, and has developed new technologies for recording and analyzing geological 
data. He is founder and President of North Face Software Ltd. 

Rob Scott - Chief Financial Officer: Mr. Scott has over 20 years' experience in accounting, corporate finance, and merchant 
and commercial banking. He is founder and president of Corex Management Inc., a private company providing accounting, 
administration and corporate compliance services to privately held and publicly traded companies. Mr. Scott has held, and 
still holds, senior management and board positions with several public companies.  

Calum Morrison - VP Corporate Development: Mr. Morrison has over 15 years' experience in mining corporate development 
and investment banking. He has led negotiations on numerous corporate M&A transactions totaling over $5 billion. Most 
recently, he was a senior member of Teck Resources’ Corporate Development team. He holds CFA, CPA and CA designations.  

Rita Bennett - VP Corporate Communications: Ms. Bennett has 20 years' experience in marketing, communications and 
business administration. Recent positions include Director and VP Marketing for digital marketing agencies and mining 
exploration companies.  

David Terry Ph.D. - Director: Dr. Terry has over 25 years' experience as an economic geologist, senior executive and director. 
He has held executive positions with a number of juniors and has worked for such companies as Boliden Limited, Westmin 
Resources Limited, Hemlo Gold Mines Inc., Cominco Limited and Gold Fields Mining Corporation. He is a director of Golden 
Arrow Resources.  

Doug Ramshaw - Director: Mr. Ramshaw has over 20 years' experience as a senior executive or director with several 
exploration companies. He previously was a mining analyst for an independent brokerage firm in London, U.K.  
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Tony Ricci - Director: Mr. Ricci is a CPA with over 25 years' experience working with Canadian and US listed public companies. 
He is a former Director and CFO of several mining companies, including Norsemont Mining, Keegan Resources, Petaquilla 
Minerals and Petaquilla Copper. His was formerly with KPMG and AMEC Engineering Inc. 

Michael Kenyon - Director: Mr. Kenyon has over 40 years' experience in mining, including as founding director of 
Cumberland Resources, Canico Resources and Sutton Resources where he successfully sold each company. Most recently, 
he was Chairman and Interim CEO of Detour Gold and Senior Independent Director of Acacia Mining.  He received the 
Developer of the Year award from the PDAC in 2005.  

John Robins – Advisor: Mr. Robins has over 30 years' experience as an independent exploration geologist and entrepreneur. 
Most recently, he was founder and Chairman of Kaminak Gold prior to the sale to Goldcorp. He also founded Hunter 
Exploration Group and co-founded the Discovery Group of Companies that includes Great Bear, ValOre, Bluestone Resources, 
Fireweed Zinc and Northern Empire. He has received the H.H. “Spud” Huestis Award from the Association for Mineral 
Exploration BC.  

Jim Paterson - Advisor: Mr. Paterson has over 19 years' corporate experience with several North American publicly traded 
exploration companies. He is CEO and a director of ValOre Metals and served as director of Kaminak Gold.  
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Source: Company reports, Factset, Eight Capital estimates 

Great Bear Resources Ltd. (GBR-V)
Rating BUY C$ Target $30.00 Shares O/S (MM) 50.9

C$ Price $17.81 Fully Diluted Shares (MM) 56.0
David A. Talbot, Director, Mining Research 12-month return 68% Basic Mkt. Capitalization ($MM) C$ 906.5
Mitch Vanderydt, P.Eng, Mining Research Associate Enterprise Value ($MM) C$ 857.6
All figures in C$, unless otherwise stated
MANAGEMENT & COMPANY CONTACTS BALANCE SHEET (C$ MM)
Chris Taylor, M.Sc, P.Geo President & CEO Year-end Feb. 2018A 2019A Q2/20
R. Rob Singh, P.Geo VP Exploration & Director Assets:
Calum Morrison, CPA, CA, CFA VP Corporate Development Cash & ST Investments 13.28 28.52 48.94
Rob Scott, CPA, CA, CFA CFO Other Current Assets 0.54 1.97 1.20
Rita Bennet VP Corporate Communications Current Assets 13.83 30.48 50.14

Mineral Properties 4.94 19.03 31.62
CAPITAL STRUCTURE (est.) Other non-current Assets 0.00 0.00 0.00
Shares/Options/Warrant Period Total Assets 18.77 49.51 81.76

(yrs)
Shares Outstanding -- -- 50.9 -- -- Liabilities:
Options 3.70 4.1 4.10 15.17 Current Liabilities 1.33 6.19 13.57

Long-term Debt 0.00 0.00 0.00
Warrants 1.25 1.0 1.00 1.25 Other non-current Liabilities 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total Liabilities 1.33 6.19 13.57
Fully Diluted Shares 56.00 5.1 16.4

Capital Stock 29.33 55.56 81.17
OWNERSHIP (est.) Retained Earnings (11.89) (12.24) (12.99)
Shareholder Total Shareholder Equity 17.44 43.32 68.19

1832 Asset Management LP 5.98 12% PROJECTED BURN RATE (est.)
MCEWEN ROBERT ROSS 2.69 5.5% Year-end Feb. ($MM)

TAYLOR CHRISTOPHER 2.49 5.1% F2019 Cash Balance Estimate 28.5
RICCI ANTONIO MARIO 0.85 1.7% F2020 Exploration Budget Estimate (21.0)
SCOTT ROBERT JAMES 0.76 1.6% F2020 G&A Cost Estimate (4.0)
SINGH R BOB 0.43 0.9% F2020 Potential Options/Warrants Exercised 16.4
ROBINS JOHN EDWARD 0.41 0.9% F2020 Equity Financing 33.0

F2020  Debt Financing --
RESERVES & RESOURCES Capital Expenditure --

Tonnes Grade Cont Au (MMoz) F2020 Cash Balance Estimate 52.9
Ownership MM t g/t Au 100% Basis

Proven and Probable Reserves LAST FINANCING(S)
Dixie 100% -- -- -- -- Date 12-May-20

Type Bought Deal PP
Shares (MM) 2.196

Total Reserves -- -- -- --- Price (C$/sh) 15.03
Measured and Indicated Resources (incl. reserves) Gross Proceeds (C$ MM) 33.00
Dixie 100% -- -- -- -- Warrants (MM) 0.000

NET ASSET VALUE (C$) NAV ($ MM) /Share FD % NAV
Total M&I Resources -- -- -- --- Mining Assets
Inferred Resources LP Fault Open Pit DCF 3,014 53.82 94%
Dixie 100% -- -- -- -- LP Fault Below 400m Depth 75.4 1.35 2%

Hinge Zone 26.0 0.46 1%
Dixie Limb 39.0 0.70 1%

Total Inferred Resources 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Balance Sheet & Other Items
TOTAL RESOURCES 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Cash Balance 48.9 0.87 2%
Resource Metrics GBR Expl./Dev. Peers Prem./Disc. Potential Financing Proceeds 16.4 0.29 1%

Debt 0.0 0.00 0%
EV/Resource oz AuEq OP/UG (US$) -- $25 -- 2020 Exploration, G&A (25.0) (0.45) -1%

Total: 3,194 57.04 100%
EIGHT CAPITAL MINERAL INVENTORY ESTIMATE Eight Capital DCF Target Multiple 0.5x

Tonnes Grade Cont Au (MMoz) Share Price Target C$ 30.00
MM t g/t Au 100% Basis

LP Fault Zone To 400m Depth 151.8 1.8 8.6 8.6 TARGET PRICE SENSITIVITY TO GOLD PRICE AND DISCOUNT RATE (US$/oz)
LP Fault Zone Below 400m Depth 41.6 1.7 2.3 2.3 Target (C$/sh) 1300 1500 1700 1900 2100
Hinge Zone 2.5 10.0 0.8 0.8 0% Discount 34.87 47.01 59.14 71.28 83.42
Dixie Limb Zone 4.7 7.9 1.2 1.2 5% Discount 22.42 30.14 37.85 45.56 53.27

7% Discount 17.39 23.88 30.38 36.88 43.37
TOTAL MINERAL INVENTORY 200.6 2.01 13.0 13.0 10% Discount 13.15 18.23 23.30 28.37 33.44
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Disclosures and Disclaimers 
This research report (as defined in IIROC Rule 3400) is issued and approved for distribution in Canada by Eight Capital, a 
member of the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada, and the Canadian Investor Protection Fund.  Eight 
Capital accepts responsibility for the dissemination of this report. Non-client recipients of the research report should not 
rely solely on the investment recommendations contained herein and should consult their own professional advisors. Eight 
Capital will not treat any non-client receiving this report as its own. Institutional clients who require additional information 
on securities discussed in this report should contact a qualified sales person at Eight Capital.  
 
Eight Capital accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use or reliance on this research report or the 
information contained herein.  
 
This research report is being provided only to institutional clients of Eight Capital and is intended for informational purposes 
only.  This research report is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any of the securities discussed herein. 
The information contained in this research report is prepared from publicly available information, internally developed data 
and other sources believed to be reliable, but has not been independently verified by Eight Capital. Eight Capital makes no 
representations or warranties with respect to the accuracy, correctness or completeness of such information and they should 
not be relied upon as such.  
 
All estimates, opinions and recommendations expressed herein constitute judgments as of the date of this research report 
and are subject to change without notice. Eight Capital does not accept any obligation to update, modify or amend this 
research report or to otherwise notify a recipient of this research report in the event that any estimates, opinions and 
recommendations contained herein change or subsequently become inaccurate or if this research report is subsequently 
withdrawn.  
 
Past performance is not a guarantee of future results, and no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made 
regarding future performance of any security mentioned in this research report. The price of the securities mentioned in this 
research report and the income they generate may fluctuate and/or be adversely affected by market factors or exchange 
rates, and investors may realize losses on investments in such securities, including the loss of investment principal. Nothing 
in this research report constitutes legal, accounting or tax advice. Investors should consult with his or her independent legal 
or tax adviser in this regard.  
 
US Residents: This report is provided to US residents under a chaperoning arrangement pursuant to Rule 15a-6 of the U.S. 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Rule"). Eight Capital is a non-U.S. broker-dealer for the purposes of the Rule and is not 
registered with the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, the Securities and Exchange Commission or any state securities 
regulatory authority. This research report is intended only for persons who are a “major U.S. institutional investor” which is 
defined as a U.S. institutional investor or any other entity which owns or manages at least $100 million in financial assets. 
This research report is not a solicitation to sell the securities discussed herein; however, should you choose to make an 
unsolicited transaction in such securities we may refer you to our chaperone. Please be advised that Eight Capital may earn 
a commission in connection with transactions through our chaperone and, in certain cases, our chaperone may give up 
trading to Eight Capital for execution. 
 
Eight Capital Corp. is a U.S. registered broker-dealer, a member of FINRA and an affiliate of Eight Capital. Eight Capital Corp. 
accepts responsibility for the contents of this research report, subject to the terms and limitations as set out above. U.S. 
residents seeking to effect a transaction in any security discussed herein should contact Eight Capital Corp. directly. Research 
reports published by Eight Capital are intended for distribution in the United States only to Major Institutional Investors (as 
such term is defined in SEC 15a-6 and Section 15 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended) and are not intended 
for the use of any person or entity. 
 
Dissemination of Research 
Eight Capital’s Research is distributed electronically through email, website (password protected) or hard copy. 
Dissemination of initial research reports and any subsequent research reports is made simultaneously to a pre-determined 
list of clients of Eight Capital’s Institutional Sales and Trading representatives.  
 
Conflicts of Interest 
Eight Capital has written procedures designed to identify and manage potential conflicts of interest that arise in connection 
with its research and other businesses. The compensation of each Research Analyst/Associate involved in the preparation of 
this research report is based competitively upon several criteria, including performance assessment criteria, the quality of 
research and the value of the services they provide to clients of Eight Capital. The Research Analyst compensation pool 
includes revenues from several sources, including sales, trading and investment banking. Research analysts and associates 
do not receive compensation based upon revenues from specific investment banking transactions.  
 
Eight Capital generally restricts any research analyst/associate and any member of his or her household from executing 
trades in the securities of a company that such research analyst covers, with limited exception.  
Should this research report provide web addresses of, or contain hyperlinks to, third party web sites, Eight Capital has not 
reviewed the contents of such links and takes no responsibility whatsoever for the contents of such web sites. Web addresses 
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and/or hyperlinks are provided solely for the recipient's convenience and information, and the content of third party web 
sites is not in any way incorporated into this research report. Recipients who choose to access such web addresses or use 
such hyperlinks do so at their own risk. 
 
Unless publications are specifically marked as research publications of Eight Capital, the views expressed therein (including 
recommendations) are those of the author and, if applicable, any named issuer or Investment Dealer alone, and have not 
been approved by, nor are they necessarily those of, Eight Capital. Eight Capital expressly disclaims any and all liability for 
the content of any publication that is not expressly marked as a research publication of Eight Capital. 
 
Forward-looking statements are based on current expectations, estimates, forecasts and projections based on beliefs and 
assumptions made by the author. These statements involve risks and uncertainties and are not guarantees of future 
performance or results and no assurance can be given that these estimates and expectations will prove to have been correct, 
and actual outcomes and results may differ materially from what is expressed, implied or projected in such forward-looking 
statements. 
 
Research Analyst Certification 
Each Research Analyst and/or Associate who is involved in the preparation of this research report hereby certifies that:  

• the views and recommendations expressed herein accurately reflect his/her personal views about any and all of 
the securities or issuers that are the subject matter of this research report;  

• his/her compensation is not and will not be directly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed 
by the Research Analyst in this research report;  

• they have not affected a trade in a security of any class of the issuer whether directly or indirectly through 
derivatives within the 30-day period prior to the publication of this research report; 

• they have not distributed or discussed this Research Report to/with the issuer, investment banking at Eight 
Capital or any other third party except for the sole purpose of verifying factual information; and 

• they are unaware of any other potential conflicts of interest. 
 
The Research Analyst involved in the preparation of this research report does not have any authority whatsoever (actual, 
implied or apparent) to act on behalf of any issuer mentioned in this research report. 
 
Informal Comment  
Informal Comments are analysts’ informal comments that are posted on the Eight Capital website. They generally pertain to news 
flow and do not contain any change in analysts' opinion, estimates, rating or target price.  Any rating(s) and target price(s) in an 
Informal Comment are from prior formal published research reports.  A link is provided in any Informal Comment to all company 
specific disclosures and analyst specific disclosures for companies under coverage, as well as general disclosures and disclaimers.    
 
Presentations 
Presentations do not include disclosures that are specific to analysts and specific to companies under coverage.  Please refer to 
formal published research reports for company specific disclosures, analyst specific disclosures and valuation methodologies used 
in determining target prices for companies under coverage.  
 
Idea of Interest 
Eight Capital has not initiated formal and continuous coverage of the companies mentioned in these publications, and 
maintain no recommendation, price target or earnings forecast. Statements and analysis in these publications are 
introductory in nature and may be published from time to time based on publicly available information. 
 
IIROC Rule 3400 Disclosures: A link (here) is provided in all research reports delivered by electronic means to disclosures required 
under IIROC Rule 3400, including disclosures for sector research reports covering six or more issuers.  
 
Company Specific Disclosures    
Eight Capital and/or its affiliated companies have provided investment banking services to Great Bear Resources Ltd. in the 
past 12 months. 
A Research Analyst/Associate involved in the preparation of this research report has visited certain material operations of 
the following issuer(s):  Great Bear Resources Ltd. David Talbot viewed Great Bear Resources Ltd.'s material operations in 
Red Lake, Ontario. 
The Research Analyst/Associate and/or Eight Capital has been reimbursed for expenses or partial expenses were paid for by 
the following issuer(s) for travel to material operations of the issuer(s): Great Bear Resources Ltd. 
 
Explanation of Recommendations 
Eight Capital target: Represents the price target as required under IIROC Rule 3400.  Valuation methodologies used in 
determining the price target(s) for the issuer(s) mentioned in this research report are contained in current and/or prior 
research. Eight Capital target N/A: a price target and/or NAV are not available if the analyst deems there are limited financial 
metrics upon which to base a reasonable valuation. 
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Recommendations: BUY: Total returns expected to be materially better than the overall market with higher return 
expectations needed for more risky securities. NEUTRAL: Total returns expected to be in line with the overall market. SELL: 
Total returns expected to be materially lower than the overall market. TENDER: The analyst recommends tendering shares 
to a formal tender offer. UNDER REVIEW: The analyst will place the rating and/or target price Under Review when there is a 
significant material event with further information pending; and/or when the analyst determines it is necessary to await 
adequate information that could potentially lead to a re-evaluation of the rating, target price or forecast; and/or when 
coverage of a particular security is transferred from one analyst to another to give the new analyst time to reconfirm the 
rating, target price or forecast. 
SECURITY ABBREVIATIONS: NVS (non-voting shares); RVS (restricted voting shares); RS (restricted shares); SVS (subordinate 
voting shares).  
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